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Ahstnrct: We continue our investigation of the Lagrangian formalism on jet bundle extensions using Fock 
space methods. We are able to provide the most general form of a variationally trivial Lagrangian of arbitrary 
order and we also give a generic expression for the most general locally variational differential equation. 
As anticipated in the literature, these expressions involve some special combinations of the highest order 
derivatives, called hyper-Jacobians. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper we continue our study [9] of modern Lagrangian theory in the language of 
jet bundle extensions. We continue to use the finite jet bundle extensions formalism [14-i 6) 
combined with Fock space methods. Indeed, various tensors appearing in the proofs have 
symmetry or antisymmetry properties that make them elements in some Fock space. Then most 
of‘ the hard combinatorial relations can be written with the help of the creation and annihilation 
operators and solved using elementary properties of these Fock space operators. In [9] we have 
used this idea to lay the foundations of the whole theory, i.e., we have given new proofs for the 
structure formula of the contact and respectively the strong contact forms, for the existence of 
the Euler-Lagrange and of the Helmholtz-Sonin forms and for the exactness of the variational 
sequence. 
In this paper we continue the analysis with the same methods and give the most general form 
01’ a variationally trivial Lagrangian of arbitrary order (in Section 3) and a generic form of a 
locally variational differential equation (in Sections 4 and 5). In both cases the dependence on 
the highest order derivatives is through some polynomial expressions, called hyper-Jacobians 
[4.11 I. but in the first case we are also able to explicitate the form of the coefficients of these 
coefficients of these polynomial expressions. The results of Section 3 generalize results from 
the previous references (see for instance [S]) but some of the formula seem to be new in the 
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literature. In the second case we reobtain with our method a result from [ 11. The paper starts 
with an Introduction containing the main results from [9] to be used here and finishes with an 
Appendix about some properties of the Hodge dualisation. 
2. Jet bundles and the Lagrangian formalism 
This section contains standard material on jet bundle extensions from [9]. 
2. I. Basic facts about jet bundle extensions 
The kinematical structure of a classical field theory is based on fibre bundle structures. Let 
n : Y + X be a fibre bundle, where X and Y are differentiable manifolds of dimensions 
dim(X) = n, dim(Y) = m + n and n is the canonical projection of the fibration. The adapted 
charts to the fibre bundle structure are couples (V, @) where V is an open subset of Y and 
$r: V + R”xlR”isoftheform~ = (x’,yD) (i = l,...,n;o = l,...,m)suchthatthe 
canonical projection is locally given by the projection on the first entry. The elements of the 
r-jet bundle extension J,’ Y + X (r E N) are the equivalence classes of sections j: y of the fibre 
bundle having the same partial derivatives up to order r in the given chart. This new manifold 
is also a fibre bundle over X, with charts of the form (V’, y!r’), where V’ = (n’~“)~‘(V) and 
@=(X’,.YO,Y,~,...,.Y~ ,,,,, j,3....YI ,_,,, jr->, Jo 6 _h<...<jk, k=l,...,r; 
here yj"l .. . . ..ik = Y:..,,,~, (jJy> are the values of the partial derivatives in a given (then in any) 
local system of coordinates on Y of a given section. We call (V’, yY> the associated chart of 
(V, @). The expressions yx ,,,,, j, (jly) are defined for all indices j, , . . . , jk = 1, . . . , n, and 
the restrictions j, 6 j2 < . . . < jk are in order to avoid overcounting and are a result of the 
obvious symmetry property 
YyPp, ,,,,.., jP,,,(j.EY) = Y,; ._.,. j,(jlV)T (2.1) 
for any permutation P E Ipk, k = 2, . . . , r. To be able to use the summation convention over 
the dummy indices we consider Y:,,,,,~, for all values of the indices jt, . . . , jk E { 1, . . . , n} 
as smooth functions on the chart V’ defined in terms of the independent variables y$,,,,, j,, 
jl < j2 6 . . . < jk,k = 1,2 ,..., r, according to the formula (2.1). We make a similar 
convention for the partial derivatives a/ayz ,,,_, j . 
Then we define the vector fields [2] 
a jt . . . ..A 
rl!...r,! a 
_ 
0 k! aYj”l,....jA ’ 
k= I,...,r (2.2) 
on the chart V’ for all values of the indices jt , . . . , jk E { 1, . . . , n). Here rl, I = 1, . . . , n, is 
the number of times the index 1 enters into the set { jl , . . . , jk). Then we have, for any smooth 
function f on the chart V’, 
df = $ dxi + f)aj---j~f) dy;,,,,,j, = g dx’ + c (a,Jf) dy;. (2.3) 
k=O lJl<r 
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In the last formula we have introduced the multi-index notations in an obvious way. We now 
define the,fornzal derivatives 
(3.4) 
Sometimes, when no danger of confusion is possible. we denote more simply di = d(. 
If y is a section of the tibre bundle Y then we denote by j’y : V -+ .I” Y its r-e.rre/l.siorz 
which is a section of the r-jet bundle extension. 
We denote the forms of degree q on J’Y by Qi. A form p E 22; is called n’-horizontal (or 
ha.\ic,) if it has the local expression 
P = B,, . . . . . i,, &” /, ,/ &, (1.5, 
with Bi,.. .,;, smooth skew-symmetric functions on V’. We denote the set of basic forms 01‘ 
degree y by 52;. X. The elements of h E Q;;,, are called Lagrange.fiu-ms. They have the local 
expression 
A. = L8(] (2.6) 
where I, is a smooth function on V’ and 
0,) E dx’ A . A dx”. 
By a contuct.form we mean any form p E 52; satisfying 
(2.7) 
(j”v)* p = 0 (2.X) 
for any section y. We denote by CC&,, the set of contact forms of degree q < Il. When 
considering the contact forms on an open set V c Y only, then we emphasize this by writing 
!G$,(,,( V). One immediately notes that C2&., = 0 and that for q > I? any q-form is contact. It 
is also elementary to see that the set of all contact forms is an ideal, denoted by e(‘X), with 
respect to the operation A. For any chart (V, $) on Y, by elementary computations one finds 
that every element of the set Q2;,,., (V) is a linear combination of the expressions 
w;, ,,,,,ir = dv” - /I . . . . . jh - Y,~j,,...,jL Ofx' 3 k=O,....r- 1. (2.9) 
If p E !2:, q > 1. then we denote its contact component of order k (k = 0, . . , q) by pip. 
The operator h = p() is called the horizontulization; one can prove that the form p is contact ifl 
hp = 0. One can provide some very explicit expressions for the components pkp for any form 
p (see 191). 
Let us notice that the definition of the contact forms is trivially satisfied if the degree of the 
form is y 3 n + 1. So, it is natural to try a generalization of the contact forms in this case. It 
seems plausible to use, instead of the horizontalization operator h, some other projection 1,~ from 
those introduced above. The proper definition is the following one. Let q = M + 1, . . ~ N 5 
dim(J’Y) = m()ljfr) and let p E ‘2:. One says that p is a strongly contact.form @its contact 
component of order q - n vanishes, i.e., 
Pv,,P = 0. (3.10) 
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For uniformity of notation, we also denote these forms by !C&., . 
2.2. Fock space methods 
The role of the Fock space methods emerges from a canonical expression for any form 
p E S2:. We start from the fact that the forms dx”, CO: (1 J 1 < r - 1) and dy; (II 1 = r) are 
a basis in the linear space of l-forms. The form p is a polynomial of degree q in these forms 
(with respect to the product A). We separate all the terms containing at least one factor WY and 
get a decomposition 
P =Po+P’ (2.11) 
where pa has the structure 
(2.12) 
and p’ is a polynomial of degree q in dx’ and dy; (1 II = r) only . It is clear that one can write 
1 
c 
A’l.....IA 
s=o $! (q - s)! \I,[ ,... IZ. I=I. 
uI ,.__, n,.i,,+l..__. i, dYE’ A . . . A dy[ (2.13) 
7 
/\d&” A . . . ,y d&, 
where A2,:::::L+, ,... i , 4 are smooth functions on V’ and can be assumed to satisfy the following 
symmetry property 
where P and Q are permutations and 1 P 1, ) Q 1 are their signatures. 
Let us define the Hilbert spaces of Fock type 
3c,$ = 3(qR”) @ 3(+)(&Y) @ . . . @I 3(+)(&Y) 
(2.14) 
where 3(*)(IRY) are the symmetric (corresp. +) and the antisymmetric (corresp. -) Fock spaces. 
Then we have the well-known decomposition in subspaces with fixed number of “bosons” and 
“fermions”: Xc, = @X k,l, ,,__, 1, with the convention: 3ck,~, ., _, I E 0 if any one of the indices 
k, 11, . . . , I, is negative or if k > n. Then we can consider A$,‘,,,::$,,i,+, ,.. i, as the components 
of a tensor 
Let us denote the creation and the annihilation fermionic operators a*‘, ai (i = 1, . . . , n) 
and the corresponding creation and annihilation bosonic operators bTaji, 6&l (a = 1, . . . , s; 
i = l,..., n). One introduces the operators 
& : ~k,l,...., I, -+ ~k+lJ ,,..., l,_,.l,+l,/,+,, . . . . I.5 (a = I,...,s) 
according to the formula 
B, = l$,;a*‘, a=l,. . . ) .s. (2.151 
It is convenient to rescale these operators (compare with [9]) so that we have for instance 
and similarly for Bz. . . . B,y: here Sf is the symmetrization (resp. antisymmetrization) operator 
in the indices J. The central property of these operators is (see [9. Lemma 3.61): 
1,emma 2.1. Let X E XX., ,,..,, I’, . Then X .~ati.vjie.s lhe rquation 
B,...B,,X=O 
(#‘it is of the,fbrm 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
li)l-.sf)fne X, E XCI,-I,,. ,.... r-,-,,r,-~.r, ,,,..., r$. 
We note that the proof of this result is not affected by the resealing performed above. 
This key result was used in [9] to obtain a structure formula for an arbitrary contact form 
generalizing the expression (2.9) for contact forms of degree 1. Explicitly, let (V, @) be an 
adapted chart on the fibre bundle Y and let p E Qi; (Y), q = 2. . . . , 17. Then p is contact @‘in 
the associated chart is a sum of terms each of them having at least one factor which is a contact 
form of degree 1, i.e., ~7. 1 J ) < r - 1, or an exterior differential of the form nw;, 1 II = Y. 
Applying the same methods one obtains the structure theorem for strongly contact forms. Let 
II + I < q < N and p E Qi. Let (V. +I> be a chart on Y Then p is a strongly contact form $7 
in the associated chart it is a sum of terms each of them having at least q - n + 1 factors of the 
iype 07, 1.I 6 r - I. or dw;, 111 = r. 
An element T E Q;,,,,, is called a diflerential rquation (or a source,form in the terminology 
of 11 1) if it has the following local expression in every associated chart: 
T = Tow” A Ho. (2.19) 
When one considers the so-called variationally trivial Lagrangians the following subset of 
the space of basic forms emerges 
8 = ]P E st;,x Y I 3u E C2:/-’ such that p = hv}. (2.20) 
One notes that if P; E &, i = 1. 2, then pI A p:, E a;, ++ ; also the operator D : a; + a;;,, 
given by 
Dhv = hdv (2.21) 
is well defined [2]. The operator D is called the total exterior derivative. 
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2.3. Euler-Lagrange and Helmholt?;-Sonin forms 
Let us take h E !CZL X, with the local expression (2.6). Then one defines, on any chart (V”, + ’ ), 
s 3 2r, the so-called Lie-Euler expressions [l] according to 
E;(L) s c (-l)‘J’ 
IJlGr-I/ 
In particular, for I = kl we have the Euler-Lagrange expressions 
E,,(L) 3 c (-1)‘J’dJ8,JL. 
IJlGr 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
Then there exists a globally defined (n + I)-form, denoted by E(h), such that in V” 
E(h) = E,(L) w” A 6)“. (2.24) 
One calls this form the Euler-Lagrange form associated to h and notes that it is a differential 
equation (see formula (2.19)). In general, a differential equation T E C$+, x is called (locally) 
variational or of Euler-Lagrange type ifthere exists a (local) Lagrange form h E !FJ21;,, such 
that 
T = E(h), up to a pull-back. (2.25) 
One notices that in this case the general form of a differential equation coincides with the 
well-known form of the Euler-Lagrange equations. 
We also remark the following property of the Euler-Lagrange form. Let A’, 1 II = 1 3 1, 
be some smooth functions on V’ and f = d, A’. Then we have on V”, s 3 2(r + l), 
E:(f) = 0, IJI < III - 1. (2.26) 
A similar construction provides the so-called Helmholtz-Sonin form. Let T E Qi,,,, be a 
differential equation with the local form given by (2.19). We define the following expressions 
in any chart V’, t 3 2s: 
HJ = a”T - (-I)‘J’EJ(Tu), (TV L’ 0 * 1.I 6 s. (2.27) 
Then there exists a globally defined (n + 2)-form, denoted by H(T), such that on V’ 
H(T) = c H,J,wt; A We A 0,. 
IJJ<S 
(2.28) 
2.4. The exact variational sequence 
The basic construction goes along the following lines. If n : Y + X is a fibre bundle and 
U, V c Y are charts such that U c V, we denote by iu.v : U’ + V’ the canonical inclusion. 
Then the collection {Q:(V)} (q 3 O), (i;,“) is a presheaf denoted by ai. One also needs the 
subspaces f3; E S&., defined by 
0; = Qt;(,., , d;=dQ &I((.) + Q;,,.,, q=2,..., N = dim(J’Y). (2.29) 
Next, one introduces the so-called contact homotopy operator. Let CJ C 3’ (resp. V c ET” I 
be an open set (resp. a ball centred in 0 E IR?‘) andW = I/ x V. One considers the operator x, 
a\ a map x: : (0, 11 x J’W -+ J” W given by 
x,.(t. (2. \‘“. Jf. . . . ’ Yz..... j$ 1) = (.Yl, tY. QT. . . r$ ,,,. ,~ 1. (2.iOI 
Then for any 1’7 E !2:; ( W ) we have the urziquc decomposition 
(x:)*P = c/t A PO(f) + PI(r) (2.31) 
where ,q)(f) (resp. p\(t)) are y - 1 (resp. y) forms which do not contain the differential tif. 
Then the contact Iwnotopy operator is by definition the map A : 5$(V) -+ 52;2:, , (V) given 
tyv 
(3.33) 
This definition is justified by the following result resembling the key idea of the PoincariS 
lemma. Let p E 52’ W be arbitrary. The following formula is true: 
p = Adp + dAp + /a(O). 17.33) 
The contact homotopy is essential for the proof of the central result of [ IS]. which is 
One calls (2.35) the variational sequence of order r over Y and denotes for simplicity: 
2” 1. E C$/Q~. Some special classes have distinct names. So. if A 
S$+, /I),:+, is called the Euler-Lugrange clu.ss of h. If T E St:;.+ , 
E St:;. then the class [A 1 C: 
then 17’1 E C2~,+7/HI’,l~l i\ 
galled the Helmholt:-Sonin class of T. 
Let us note in the end of this subsection that for any q = 17 + 1. . . N. s > r there exists .L 
c,anonical isomorphism 
I,., : C2ij /Hi; + Im (r;; 0 (J?.‘+‘)* c P,,--,~) , 
where ri; : 52;2:, + GJ, /Q;; is the canonical projection. The explicit expression is 
i,., (IpI) = rCi 0 (+‘+‘)* 0 I+,(P) (2.16) 
and this definition is consistent [ 1.51. One can give characterizations of 17:). y = 17, II + I using 
Euler-Lagrange and Helmholtz-Sonin forms. The first result is 
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Theorem 2.3. Ifh E a;,, is any Lagrange form, then for any s 3 2r we have 
i,,,(&U~l)) = [E(h)1 (2.37) 
where E(h) is the Euler-Lagrange form associated to h (see (2.23) and (2.24)). 
Similarly we have: 
Theorem 2.4. Let T E Qi,, x be a differential equation. The,for any t 3 2s we have 
il,,(En+I([TI)) = [iH(T)] (2.38) 
where H(T) is the Helmholtz-Sonin form associated to T. 
3. Variationally trivial Lagrangians 
A variationally trivial Lagrange form of order r is any h E C221;,, such that E(k) = 0. In 
other words, the corresponding Euler-Lagrange expressions are identically zero, or the Euler- 
Lagrange equations are identities for any section y. Here we give the general form of such 
a Lagrange form. We follow, basically, the line of argument from [16]; as before, we simplify 
considerably and complete the proofs from this reference using the techniques developed in [9]. 
The main reward is the possibility to obtain a very explicit expression for a locally trivial 
Lagrangian. 
First, we recall that p E ‘2;+’ is T’+‘.~ -projectable iffthere exists ,o’ E ‘2: such that 
P = (Jr ‘-+?*p’. (3.1) 
One can easily see that locally this amounts to the condition that if p is written as a polynomial 
in dx’ and dy,” (I JI 6 r + l), then the differentials dy,” (I J) = r + 1) must be absent and 
moreover, the coefficient functions must not depend on yJ” (1 J 1 = r + 1). 
We start with the following result [ 151: 
Proposition 3.1. Let 17 E Qi (q = 1, . . . , n - 1) such that hdy is a n’+‘.‘-projectable 
(q + l)-form. Then one can write r] as 
r=u+d$+$ (3.2) 
where v E Qi x is a basic q-form and $ E !G!i,,, is a contact q-form. 
Proof. Let (V, @) be a chart on Y. Then in the associated chart (V’, +‘) one can write q in 
the standard form 
11=770+711 (3.3) 
where in no we collect all terms containing at least one factor 07 (].I] < r - 1) and qt is a 
polynomial in dx’ and dy,” (IJI = r + 1) only, 
c AI I..... I, 
g,,_,,, o,,i,+ ,,_,,, i, dy:’ A . . . A dy? A dxi3+’ A . . . A dXiq, (3.4) 
s=o If, I . .._. II.J=r 
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where the coefficients A”,....“ ml, ,,,_~, 1,+, ,_,,, i have antisymmetry properties of type (2.14). 
In particular no is a contact form so we have hdq = hd;rlt , i.e., the form hdqt is, by hypothesis. 
3r r-i I.‘--projectable. One first computes in general 
no, = ~ C C (a;lA~,:,:.~~,i,~,~._.~i,)81; A d?:~’ A . ’ A dv~ 
s=o [I,[ I/+? jJl”r-I 
/y &‘>‘I /y . . . A &i’i 
4+1 
+ c c ‘q~,~.~.~.~.~~,,~ / ,...,, ‘,+, &f’ A . . . A by 
.s=o 1/,1,....//,/=/ 
A ds;‘-l A . . . A &ciil. 
where 
1 4+1 
+ c 
4 + 1 - 5 k=,\+, 
(_l>k-’ &L+” ^ 
m I...., rr,.i,+,, ..ii . lqL,’ 
or, equivalently 
(3.51 
where S,, CJ,) .,.., t/ (r ) 
Then one gets 
! , is the antisymmetrization projector in the corresponding couples of indices. 
which is rrr+‘.r -projectable @the coefficient functions do not depend on ~7 ((II = r + I). 
(ii) By repeatedly applying derivative operators, one obtains, as in 191, that the condition of 
TC’ -‘,‘-projectability is equivalent to 
or. using a familiar argument, 
BI B.s& I.._ li, = 0. s= l,...,q+1. 
It is possible to apply Lemma 2.1 and one obtains the generic expression 
ii m, ,... .rJ> = 
(3.6) 
In index notation, this means that the function ~~,‘,‘~‘,:I;,.i,+,,.,,,i,+, is a sum of terms containing 
at least one factor of the type 8; where j belongs to one of the multi-indices I,,. p = 1. . . .Y. 
and i E (i.y+~. _. . , i,+t). 
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If we insert back into the expression of dqi, we get after minor prelucrations that 
(3.7) 
with vi E fi; X , a basic q-form, 4 E S&,) and @i a polynomial of degree 9 in dx’ and dyj’, 
111 = r. 
This relation implies that 
One applies the operator p1 to this equality; using [9, Lemma 4. l] a new relation is obtained: 
PI& + c (d IN; A h@; - co; A hd@) = 0. (3.9) I.Il<rpl 
One must consider now the generic forms for ul and Q$, namely 
U1 = Ai ,,___, i,+, dx” A . . . A dXiYL’ (3.10) 
and 
~~ = ~ C ~,“:~l:::::t:,i,+,,_,,,i, dy/“,’ A . . . A dyes A dxi’+’ A . . . A dXi’; (3.11) 
s=o 11,I,_.., IZ.J=r 
here we can assume a (partial) symmetry property of the type (2.14) 
@ JxI~(t)....,f.y\) 
~,~P(l),...~~P(,),~Q(,~+l),...,iQ(~) 
= (-1) jPl+lQl &.h,....J, ~.u~,...,v,,i,+~ ,....i, (3.12) 
and we make the convention that 
QJ,I~d\ 
(J,VI ,..., v,.i,+l,..., i, = 0, V J such that 1 J 1 > r. (3.13) 
These expression must be plugged into the equation (3.9). One finds from this equation that 
sL....,i,+l si,, ' . ' Sfp I A [ ~'~:;,':::_i:i,',::;;::1:,i,+, + CmlIssj~,...,jk ;'IY+, ~~~~;:::'l:!,.,:I1.I::JI,ip+, 1 (3.14) 
x SP’ . . 
11 .sI” =o, s = l,... ,q+l, k=O ,..., r. 
Here we have defined, in analogy with (3.5), 
+ (-l)“S,l ,.__. i,+ldiy+, Az:ll.:Gi,?,+z ,..., i,+l. 
(3.15) 
To simplify the analysis of the relation (3.14), one observes that it is possible to define a map 
according to 
(3.16) 
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Then the equation above takes the form 
B, . . B,y ((A@)$ + B&-l) = 0, s = 1, . . . , q + 1. k = 0, . , r (3.17) 
where 
is the tensor of components ~,J:~::::::t’r,i,+,,..iu, IdI = k. 
We remind the reader that we have made the convention 
q’ = 0, q = 0. 
To solve the preceding equation one first establishes by direct computation that 
(3.18) 
{A’, Bo} = 0 (3.19) 
and 
(A’)’ = 0. (3.20) 
Now we can solve the system (3.17) by a procedure similar to the descent procedure applied 
in the study of gauge theories, for instance, in the BRST analysis of anomalies [ 1 S]. We take 
k = r in (3.17) and, under the convention (3.18), we obtain 
Bo.. . B,@;-’ = 0, s = 1,. . .) q. (3.21) 
Lemma 2.1 can be applied and it follows that we have a generic expression of the form 
B @r-l.CX 
a.7 ’ s = l,....q. 
ol=O 
If we substitute this expression into the initial expression (3.11) of @i, 1 J 1 = Y - 1, we find 
that the contributions corresponding to a = 1, . . . , s are producing contact terms. So, we can 
redefine the expressions @i so that instead of (3.7) we have 
dql=ul+dqb+ 1 coyA@;+@ (3.22) 
IJl<r-1 
with I,!I some 2-contact form and moreover 
@‘:-I = B&-‘, s = l,...,q 
for some tensors 
(3.23) 
c.;-’ E x7-s-l,r-2,r r * 
+ 
The procedure can now be iterated taking k = r - 1 in (3.17) etc. The result of this descent 
procedure is the following: one can redefine the tensors Qi so that we have (3.22) and 
@f=BoC,;+(ACk+‘),, s=l,..., q; k=O . . . . . r-l (3.24) 
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for some tensors 
by convention 
c,o = 0, c;=o, s=l,..., q. 
In full index notation this means that we have 
~[jl,...,jk),ll,....r, 
C,UI ,..., ~h,~S+l>...>b) = wq ,.__, jkSi, ,,..., i,sii,+,clii:;‘:::.~!~~~,::“,, 
+ C2,$9;;;:,+;;;;;; ::s, ) 
(3.25) 
s = l,... ,q; k=O ,...) r. 
Now one can substitute this expression for the tensors @ into the original expression for the 
forms (3.11). After some algebra one obtains that 
(3.26) 
where 41 E S-Z&_, is a contact form. It emerges that the relation (3.22) becomes 
dqi = Vi + &‘i + c (a& ,,,.., i, w; A dxi’ A . . . A dx”q + 9 
IJl<r-1 
(3.27) 
where $1 (resp. @) is some contact (resp. 2-contact) form of degree q (resp. q + 1). 
(iii) The last step of our proof consists in using the contact homotopy operator A (see the 
definition contained in the relations (2.30)-(2.32)). We apply the relation (2.33) to the form 
P=771-& 
rll - 41 = A( ~1 + c a; i, ,,, iqo; A dxi’ A . . . A d_& + $) 
IJl<r-1 ’ ’ ’ (3.28) 
+ dA(m - 41) + m(O) - h(O). 
One proves by direct computation the following facts 
- Au1 = 0; 
- if $ is 2-contact form, then A+ is a contact form; 
- A(C . . .) and qi (0) are basic forms; 
- if $1 is a contact form, then @r(O) is also a contact form. 
Inserting this information in the preceding relation one obtains that the result from the 
statement of the proposition is true for the form qt. Taking into account (3.3) we obtain the 
same result for the form q. 0 
Let us note that the converse of this statement is not true. In fact the condition of x’+‘,~- 
projectability imposes additional constraints on the basic form u which will be analysed in the 
next lemma. A complete proof of the following result appears in [2]; here we offer an alternative 
proof which seems to be much more simpler. 
Proposition 3.2. Let u E C2;,* (q = 1, . . . , n - 1). Then the basic form hdv is x~+‘,~- 
projectable ifl there exists, for any chart (V, y!r), a form Vv E Cl;-’ such that we have the 
equality v = hi& in the associated chart (V’, $‘). 
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Proof. According to (2.5), in the associated chart (V’, y?‘) we have 
u = A, , ,,_,. ;, dx” A - - * A d& . 
Then one obtains by direct computation that 
(here dj is the formal derivative on V’). 
This form is JC’+‘.’ -projectable ifs the square bracket does not depend on J$ (I! 1 = r + I), 
i.e., 
s- i,,.....i,‘&‘fi: (aiAil,...si,) = O* (3.29) 
It is clear that this relation is very similar to those already analysed. To be able to apply the 
central result contained in Lemma 2.1 one must make a little trick. From the previous relation 
we obtain by derivation 
If we define the tensor 
then the preceding equation (3.30) can be compactly written as BoA,,,,,.,v = 0. In fact, due to 
symmetry properties of the type (2.14), namely 
(3.31) 
&A U()....,U(, = 0, a =o,...,q. (3.32) 
We need a result which is dual to Lemma 2.1: 
Lemma 3.3. The tensor 
x E x.~,r ,.... r 
strtisfies the system of equations 
B,X = 0, a = 1, . . ..k 
i#it is of the.form 
k 
x = I-I &X0 
(3.33) 
(3.34) 
cU=I 
where X0 is arbitrap 
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Proof. The implication (3.34) ==+ (3.33) is trivial because of the relations 
{B,, BgJ = 0. (3.35) 
We prove the other implication. As a consequence of (3.33) we obtain Bi . + . BkX = 0 and 
Lemma 2.1 can be applied; it follows that X has the generic form 
X=kBaXu 
a=1 
for SOme tensors X” E %I,~ ,..., r,r-l,r ,.._, r where the entry Y - 1 is on the position a. 
One can plug this relation into the initial relation (3.33) and a similar relation is obtained for 
the tensors Xa. By recurrence, one gets 
X= 2 B,, . . . B,, X"'$--"' (1 = 1, . . . , k) 
ci I...., a,=1 
with X”‘l..,,“’ some tensors in EK_l,u, ,...,r4. In particular, for 1 = k we obtain that X satisfies 
(3.34). 0 
If we apply the lemma above to (3.32), we get A,,...,,q = 0 or, explicitly, 
(3.36) 
In other words, the functions Ai, ,,,,,i, are polynomials in y? (1 II = r) of maximal degree q. 
So, the generic form of these functions is 
Ai, ,...,i, = 2 1 c II ,....I, 
s=o s! (q - s)! pi,... 11 I=r 
CC I,..., C5,i I,..., i, Yrql . . . Yr4” 
9 I 
(3.37) 
with c: :::::&i, ,..., some smooth functions on V’ having symmetry properties of the type (3.3 1). 
These functions do not depend on the variables y; (1 II = r) and this justifies the fact that they 
live on the chart V’-‘. 
Now we insert this generic expression into the projectability condition (3.29) and we get, in 
the same way as before, 
s, ,___, iyS:,GRC”‘-“’ = 0, 01 ,...I ~.S,ll ,...I t4 s = 1, . . .) q - 1 
or, in tensor notation 
BI Co, ,...,cq = 0, s = l,...,q - 1 
In fact, due to the symmetry properties one has from here 
&G,,...,,q = 0, u! = 1, . . ..s. s = l,...,q - 1. 
Using Lemma 3.3 we get from here 
(3.38) 
(3.39) 
C a,,...,o; = Bl . . . &G,,...,,> s = l,...,q - 1. 
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In full index notation this means that we have the generic expression 
s = 1,. . . , q 
where IJ1 1 = . . = [IsI = r - 1 and A;Il:::::~:,,~+,..,,,, aresome smooth functions on V”-‘. 
completely antisymmetric in the indices is+, , . . . , i, . 
Inserting this expression in (3.37) one immediately obtains 
Ai,,....iy = 2 1 c SC,,. .+.J‘ Y 01 
.x=O “! (9 - ‘)! 1/,\,... IJ j=r-I 
“I _.... u,.i,_ I,___ i,,-. I,i, . y&. (3.41) 
7 
Let US note that the expression Sil,..,,i, Y$‘~, . . . yogi, is completely antisymmetric in the couples 
(II, al), . . . , (I,, a,) so one can consider that the tensors Ai; :::::k ,i,+, , ,,, i, have the same property. 
In the end, it follows that they have the symmetry property (2.14). 
The expression for the form u becomes 
4 
c 1 v= c A JI.....J, 
.x=0 ‘! (q - ‘I! /J,I.... lJ I=r-1 
oj,..., m,,i,_l...,, i,, YT;i, ’ . Yy:i, dx” A ’ A OJx”’ 
(3.42) 3 s 
where 
Y 
c 
1 
V” G 
,$=o i! (4 -s>! c 
A ~:::::~,;i+I....,i, dy;: A . . ’ A dYY: (3.43) 
lJ,I /..., IAI=r-1 
,y &‘\- /, . . /, dXiY. 
This finishes the proof if we take into account that the relation (3.29) is equivalent to the 
prqjectability condition. 0 
Now we are ready to obtain the most general form of a variationally trivial Lagrangian. First 
we note that we have: 
Proposition 3.4. The Lagrange form h E ai,, is variationally trivial iff 
L(Pl) = 0. (3.44) 
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of the definition of a variationally trivial Lagrange form 
and of Theorem 2.3. q 
The central result now follows: 
Theorem 3.5. Let h E fi21; x be a variationally trivial Lagrange form. Then .for every point 
j,‘y E Jr Y there exists a rze&hbourhood V of Y(x) E Y and an n-form pv dqfined in the chart 
(V’-‘. I,//-‘) such that we have: (1) h = hpv in the chart (Vr, $‘); (2) dpv = 0. Conversely, 
if such a local form pv exists, then the form h is variationally trivial. 
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Proof. (i) According to the previous proposition and applying the exactness of the variational 
sequence (Theorem 2.2), there exists q E a;_, such that 
or, equivalently, 
(3.45) 
As a consequence we have 
(n r+‘J)*J. = hh = hdq. 
In particular, it follows that the n-form hdq must be n’+‘,‘-projectable. We can apply 
Proposition 3.1 and rewrite (3.45) as 
(3.46) 
for some basic form LJ. From here we get 
hh = hdv (3.47) 
or, using [9, Prop. 3.11, 
(jr r+‘*r)*;l = hdn. (3.48) 
Let us note that that this relation is completely equivalent o the initial condition of variational 
triviality. 
(ii) Next, one sees that from (3.47) it follows in particular that the n-form du is r~~+‘.~- 
projectable. We can apply Proposition 3.2 and obtain that u = hCv for some form Vv defined 
on the chart (Vrpl, @‘-‘). If we now define 
,ov z di$ 
then we obtain after some computation that 
(3.49) 
(n r+l,r)*(A - hpv) = 0 
and (1) from the statement follows. The definition (3.49) guarantees that we also have (2) from 
the statement. Cl 
Remark 3.6. A statement of the type appearing in the theorem is, in fact, valid for every 
h E a;,x (q < n) such that E,([A]) = 0. 
The theorem we just have proved has the following consequence (see also [2, Thm. 4.31). 
Corollary 3.7. Any variationally trivial Lagrange form h E Sz;,, can be locally written as a 
total exterior derivative of a local form ov E a:__, 
A= Dov. (3.50) 
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Proof. In the proof of the preceding theorem we restrict, eventually, the chart V’-’ and we 
have pv = dqv for some (n - 1)-form on V’-‘. Then, according to the definition (2.21) of the 
total exterior derivative we have the formula from the statement with ov s hqv E a:_, . q 
One can now obtain the most general form of a variationally trivial local Lagrangian. 
Theorem 3.8. Any variationally trivial local Lagrangian qf order r has the following form in 
the chart (V’, I/?) 
Here we have defined 
’ f7’,.... o,.i,-I..... i, _ cil .,.., i, 
I I...., I, I-I y$, (s=O....,n) 
l=I 
and the,functions C are given by 
+ 2 (_l)k-‘d~kA”l~....” ,~ . 
CT1 ,_.., o,,r,+l ,.... lk . . i,’ 
k=s+l 
(3.51) 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
the expressions A~,‘,‘,.,_,~si~+, ,__, _, are smoothfunctions on V’-’ satisfying the symmetry proper0 
(2.14) and d,; = d,‘-’ is the corresponding formal derivative on V’-I. 
Proof. It is convenient to introduce the forms 
/, &‘~+I /, . . . /, &‘n- ’ 
and 
c 
LI,.....I, 
S)! [I,[ ,___ IZ, 13-1 
4, ,..., o$,i,+l,,... ind?lq’ A ’ . A dY? 
. 7 
/, dxil+’ /, . . . ,y dxin. 
Then one finds by direct computation that 
3 = d.A + contact terms. 
Next, one takes in Theorem 3.5 VV = A and it follows that pv = 3+ contact terms. Finally, 
by direct computation one discovers that h = hpv has the expression (3.51). Cl 
Remark 3.9. Let us note that the expressions (3.53) are of the same type as those given by (3.5). 
The expressions (3.52) defined above are called hyper-Jacobians [4,1 l] (see these references 
for similar results). It is immediate that they have antisymmetry properties of the type (2.14). 
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Now we give another argument for the converse statement from the preceding theorem. First 
we have: 
Corollary 3.10. The local expression of a variationally trivial Lagrangian (3.5 1) can be rewrit- 
ten as 
L =djVj (3.54) 
where Vj are some smoothfinctions on V’. 
Proof. Using the notation introduced in the proof above let us define the local expressions 
on V’. One checks now that the formula from the statement is true. 0 
Now we indeed have: 
Theorem 3.11. The expression (3.5 1) is variationally trivial. 
Proof. We have according to the preceding corollary E,(L) = E, (dj Vj) = 0 because we 
can apply (2.26). q 
Remark 3.12. Some globalization of the results above can be found in [ 161 (see Theorem 5 
and Corollary 1 from this reference). In particular, for r = 1 one obtains known results [ 17,5, 
12,13,10]. 
We now present an interesting cohomological fact connected to the equation (3.53). First, 
we write it in a more compact way. If A, = (A~,;::::~~,i,+,,,,,,i,_,) is a system of tensors, then we 
define new tensors 
(3.55) 
(3.56) 
In this way we have introduced two interesting operators 61,~; we also define 
6 3 81 + 82. (3.57) 
Then we can write the equation (3.53) in a compact way as 
Lk = 8& (3.58) 
As one might suspect, the operators 81,~ satisfy relations characterizing a cohomological 
bicomplex, 
(si)2 = 0, (S,)2 = 0, 8182 + 8281 = 0, (3.59) 
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which can be easily proved by direct computations. As a consequence, we have 
and (3.58) implies 
&cJk = 0. 
(3.60) 
(3.61) 
Not very surprisingly this relation is equivalent to (3.58): 
Lemma 3.13. !f the system of tensors Lk satisj$ the equation (3.61), then it is qf the ,form 
(3.58). 
Proof. We consider the maximal value k = rz + 1 in (3.61) and we get 
IX. rlfl = 0 * ~lr-‘n+l = 0 
The relation above can be “solved” with a usual homotopy operator. If we define, for any set 
of n - 1 multi-indices I,, . . . , /,- ,, \I1 1 = . ’ . = 1 Z,_ 1 I = r - 1, the expressions 
where 
xr(xi, 4’;. . . .? Y,” ,,___. j, ,) = (-“$ YJ",'." Yj: _ ~j,-3”Yj4 ,.... j,_,)l 
then we easily get that 
So, we have (3.58) for k = n. Now we proceed by induction downwards on the index k. 
Suppose we have (3.58) for k = n, n - 1,. . . , 1 + 1; we prove it for k = 1. For this we take 
X = I + 1 in (3.61). After some rearrangements and use of the formulze (3.59) we get 
(61 (L - ~*~))~;.;;~:,~::,,i,+* .___. i,+, = 0. 
But this relation can be analysed with a homotopy operator of the same type as above leading 
to the relation (3.58) fork = 1. 0 
We close this section with some properties of the hyper-Jacobians. We begin with 
Proposition 3.14. The hyper-Jacobians have an antisymmetry properties of the vpe (2.14) 
and are traceless, i.e., by contracting any of the indices is+1 , . . , , i, in aI, ,,,,. ,, nI....,“,.r,~+I’....“~ with anv 
of the indices contained in the multi-indices II, , . , I,v one obtains zero. 
Proof. It is elementary by direct computations from the definition. •! 
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So, one knows that the hyper-Jacobians are not linearly independent because of the antisym- 
metry (2.14) and of the tracelessness condition. We prove here that in fact this is a complete 
set of linear conditions; more precisely we have: 
Theorem 3.15. Let Lk G (C2,:::::l$c.ir,, , ,_ , i ) be functions depending smoothly on the jet bun- 
dle extension variables (xi, f’, ~7, . . . , yjq ,,,_, j,~~, ), having the symmetry property (2.14) and 
satisfying the tracelessness condition 
Bcu*& = 0. (3.62) 
Suppose we have 
,f,,,,,z=S_l ~~~::::~~,ii+,,...,i~ a~~~:;::~'iii+"""in = O 
(with 8 the hyper-Jacobians of orders). Then we have 
(3.63) 
Proof. We apply the derivative operator i32, 1111 = s, to the equation (3.63) and obtain after 
some computations 
Continuing by recurrence we finally get 
B1 . . . Bk& = 0. (3.64) 
Because the expressions & are traceless we can apply [9, Appendix, Corollary 8.41 and 
conclude that we have in fact & = 0. 0 
Remark 3.16. If we do not impose the tracelessness condition, then we can use Lemma 2.1 
to obtain that the expressions & are sums of &terms. 
4. The dependence of a variationally trivial Lagrangian on the higest-order derivatives 
In this section we analyse the following problem. We have discovered that a variation- 
ally trivial Lagrangian depends on the highest order derivatives through some very particular 
polynomial expressions-the hyper-Jacobians. The problem is to obtain a system of partial dif- 
ferential equations which is compatible only with this structure. We will show in fact that if we 
isolate from the triviality condition E, (L> = 0, cr = 1, . . . , m those equations involving only 
the highest-order derivatives, then this system of partial differential equations gives exactly a 
hyper-Jacobian dependence. This type of result also appears in [I]; as before we obtain here 
much simpler proofs. 
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Proposition 4.1. The local conditions expressing the fact that a certain local Lagrangian C is 
variationally trivial 
E,(L)=O, o=l,...,m (4.1) 
on V” (s > 2r) are equivalent o 
(4.2) 
and a system of partial difSerentia1 equation involving explicitly partial derivatives of order 
lo\t.er that r of C. 
Proof. One starts directly from the definition of the Euler-Lagrange expressions 
E,(L) = k(-‘,“d;, . . . d”: ajl-dk L 
Jk m 
k=O 
r-l 
= c (- l)k d;, . . . &a;i’.-‘” ,T_ + (-I)‘& . . .d” aj’-irL JI Jr m 
k=O 
+ (-l)‘d;, . . . dTr_, (dir-’ + ~::,,,,,,,,,,,,a,P~~~..‘“~)a~l~~..~~’~ L. 
These expressions are first order polynomials in the coordinates J$, 1 J 1 = r + 1; the 
coefficients of the term of first degree can be obtained if we apply a partial derivative of order 
r + 1 to the equation above. One notices in this way that the coefficient of YJ,,,, ,,,,,,~ is exactly 
the system (4.2). So we obtain that ,C, satisfies (4.2) and 
,-- 1 
c (-I)“$ . .&a;l-jkL + (_l)‘d;, . . . 
k=O 
which certainly contains partial derivatives of order lower than r. 0 
So, we have to analyse the system (4.2). We start with the following result from [3\. The 
proof is very simple and it is included for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition 4.2. Let T,i, j = 1, . . . , n, be some smooth local functions on J,’ Y satisfying the 
system of equations 
s+.atTj = 0 
IJ 0 
, 111 = r. 
Then TJ are polynomials in yy , 1 J 1 = r, of maximal degree n - 1, 
(4.3) 
Proof. We define for every vector X = (XI, . . , , X,) E IL?” the differential operator 
a+ CxIa;; XIZflXi. (4.4) 
1113 iEI 
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Then the equation from the statement is equivalent o 
Xja,XTj = 0, VX E JR”. 
Let us define now the expressions 
G c ,,___, on(X’, . . . , X”, Y) E 6’:’ .*.azTiYj 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where Xl,..., Xn, Y are arbitrary vectors from IV. If the vectors X1, . . . , X” are linearly 
independent, then they are a basis in IV, so one can express Y as a linear combination of them. 
As a consequence of the equation (4.5) one gets easily that 
G o,,...,cTnwl, . . . , xn, y> = 0 
in this case. So, outside the hyperplane determined by the condition that the vectors Xi, . . . , X” 
are linearly dependent, he relation above is true. By continuity, this relation is true for all vectors 
xi,..., X” , Y. Because these vectors can be arbitrary, this relation is equivalent o 
ax’ 
Cl 
..,azTj =O 
which is the assertion from the statement. 0 
The analysis of the system (4.3) can be pushed further. 
Proposition 4.3. Let Tj, j = 1, . . . , n, be some smooth local&nctions on J,‘Y satisfying the 
system of equations (4.3) 
s+.atTj = 0, 11 u 111 = r. 
Then they have the generic expression 
n-1 
Tin = 1 c ‘f’,...,‘k rflkkrik+13-.,ln 
0, ,..., C&,&+1 ,..., in-l ‘y::.‘::,Ik (4.7) 
k=O Il,l=...=llk/=r-l 
where 2’s are the hyper-Jacobians of order r and the expressions ‘J~,;;;;;~k,ik+, ,,..,i _l are smoothly 
depending on the variables (xi, y”, yg, . . . , yx,.,,,jr_,) and can be chosen to have symmetry 
properties of the type (2.14). 
Proof. According to the preceding proposition, if the system (4.3) is true, then we must have 
n-l 
T’=x c Ag!::;;k..tk y;’ . . . yz (4.8) 
k=O IZ,(=-.=lI+r 
with the expressions A&;fj;;;.‘tk completely symmetric in the couples (It, al), . . . , (Ik, Dk) and 
depending smoothly on the variables (x’, yO, ys , . . . , yx ,,,,, jr_,). 
We plug the expression (4.8) into the original equation (4.3) and easily obtain the following 
conditions on the function coefficients: 
(4.9) 
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This equation can be written in a compact form using, as many times before, the creation and 
annihilation operators 
CIA CT, . . . ..“h -0 - (4. IO) 
where we have defined 
C, E b;(“’ Us, a = 1, . . . , k. (3.1 I) 
Here the fermionic index is given by the first entry j and the bosonic indices are given by the 
families of multi-indices I), . . , Ik. If we work with dual tensors 
A(i1),‘l.....‘” 
U,.....OL 
(4.12) 
then we can use Lemma 6.1 to rewrite the preceding equation as follows 
Bl &,.....n~ = 0 (4.13) 
where the operators B, are the familiar ones defined by (2.15). Moreover, because of the 
symmetry properties of the tensors A and i we have in fact 
B&i - 0, O,.....c7h - cz= l,...,k. (4.14) 
If we use now Lemma 3.3 we get from here that 
A = B, ... B,,? _ A = C, . ..C.J 
with the detailed form 
(4.15) 
where the fermionic indices are ja, . . . , j, and the bosonic indices are contained in the other 
multi-indices. This gives 
If we use the equality 
then we obtain from the preceding formula (up to some constant factors) 
n-l 
using the definition of the hyper-Jacobians this is, up to some signs, exactly the formula to be 
proved (4.7). 0 
Remark 4.4. The converse of this proposition is not true in general. 
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Now we have 
Theorem 4.5. The dependence on the highest-order derivatives of a variationally trivial La- 
grangian is given by 
,,,here cJ;;;,y;;~>b+l x~~.v~n are the hyper-Jacobians of order r and .&‘s are smoothfinctions on V’-’ 
satisfying the symmetry property (2.14). 
Proof. We inspect the system (4.2) giving the dependence on the highest-order derivatives 
of a variationally trivial Lagrangian and note that the proposition above can be applied with 
Tj + a!‘L for any fixed multi-index I of length r - 1. So, according to (4.7) we obtain that 
L satisfies 
n-1 
where ~r’~...,‘k ~1 ,,,,, ~~,ik+ ,,,,,, i, are smoothly depending on the variables (x” , f’ , y.7, . . . , Ye ,,__, jam, > and 
can be chosen to have symmetry properties of the type (2.14). 
We apply to this equation the symmetrization operator ST1 and get after some computations 
We must integrate this system of partial differential equations. It is not very hard to prove that 
this system satisfies Frobenius condition of integrability. So the solution of this system exists 
and can be found by summing to the general solution of the homogeneous equation 82 L = 0 
a particular solution of the non-homogeneous equation (4.19). But it is easy to see that the 
formula (4.18) is such a particular solution. 0 
Remark 4.6. We have succeeded to find the dependence of locally trivial Lagrangian on the 
highest-order derivatives without using the exactness of the variational sequence. 
5. Locally variational differential equations 
The definitions for a general differential equation and for a locally variational differential 
equation have been given previously (see the formulae (2.19) and resp. (2.25)). We want to 
analyse the general structure of a locally variational differential equation along the same lines 
of argument as in the previous section. It is not possible to obtain the most general expression for 
such an object (as we have been able to obtain in the case of variationally trivial Lagrangians) 
but one can produce a generic expression of the same type as (4. IS) [ 11. There are at least two 
possibilities to produce this result. One is to mimick, as closely as possible, the proof from 
Section 3; the proof is instructive but rather long and can be found in the electronic form of [9]. 
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However, there is a much simpler way to obtain the dependence on the highest order derivatives 
of some arbitrary system of partial differential equations which are locally variational using the 
results from the preceding section. We will give below this line of argument. We start with the 
following result. 
Proposition 5.1. Let T,, o = 1, . . . , m be the components of an differential equation which 
is locally differential. Then the following equations are satis$ed 
a!T, - (-l).‘$T, = 0, 111 = s (5.1) 
and 
S+,aJa.i’T = 0 
IJPV ~7 
) IZl=s-1, IJI=s. (5.2) 
Moreover, these are the only consequences of the Helmholtz equations (5.3) which involve onl? 
the highest order partial derivatives. 
Proof. We consider Helmholtz-Sonin equations (see (2.27)) 
i?T = (-l)‘J’EJ(T,), IJ( < ” u 0 \ s (5.3) 
taking into account the definition of the Lie-Euler operators (2.22). The equation (5.1) is nothing 
but the equation (5.3) for 111 = s. The equation (5.3) for 111 = s - I is 
8,‘~~ - (-1)‘~‘[a,‘T” -s(d: + c y~,a;)@‘T”] = 0, 111 = s - 1. 
j&l]=.7 
The left hand side is a first order polynomial in the coordinates yJ”, I .I ( = s + 1; the coefficient 
of the first degree term can be obtained if we apply a partial derivative of order s + 1 to the 
equation above. In this way the second equation from the statement (5.2) is obtained. If we 
use (5.2) in the preceding equation, we are left again with an equation containing only the 
expressions y;, I Z I < s. 
Now, one must proceed in the same way with the rest of the equations (5.3), i.e., one must 
extract in the same way from these equations with l/l = s - 2, . . . , 0 only equations involving 
yy , 1 II < s. But it is not very hard to see that in this way there will be no other equation 
involving only the highest order derivatives. 0 
Then we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 5.2. The dependence on the highest-order derivatives of the components of a vari- 
ationally local differential equation of orders is given by 
(5.4) 
where a~:;:::;;?:,‘k+l.....l,* are the hyper-Jacobians of order s and 7 are smooth functions on VS-’ 
satisfying the s.ymmetry property (2.14); this symmetry property leaves aside the index a. 
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Proof. From the relation (5.2), it follows that we can use the Proposition 4.3 with Tj + ad’Ta 
with fixed I, u and 0. We get a formula of the type (4.7) 
If we apply the operator S& we obtain, as in the end of the preceding section, the equations 
This system can be integrated and the formula (5.4) is obtained. 0 
Remark 5.3. One can see, as in Theorem 4.5, that the expression given by the formula (5.4) 
satisfies the system (5.2), i.e., (5.4) is the general solution of (5.2). 
Remark 5.4. The functions ~~ ;,::‘:“, i,+, ,,,,, i, appearing in the statement cannot be completely 
arbitrary because we did not use all the Helmholtz-Sonin equations; for instance, we did not 
use (5.1). 
Remark 5.5. For the case r = 2 analysed in detail in [7] it is possible to use completely the 
Helmholtz-Sonin equations involving the highest order derivatives. One obtains that T, has 
a expression as in the statement of the theorem, but the coefficients ~~;,;:‘l.,l;,,i,+,,,..,i~ can be 
chosen to be completely symmetric in the indices D, vi, . . . , u, , completely antisymmetric in 
the indices 11, . . . ., 1, and traceless. 
6. Appendix 
In the case of a fermionic Fock space, one can introduce an important operation, called 
Ho&e dualization. We give the definition in coordinate notation although a basis-independent 
formulation is available. For various notations see [9, Appendix]. It is important hat we consider 
only the finite-dimensional case. It is convenient to make the distinction between the vector 
space R” with vectors of the form f = (fi)i=l,.,.,n and the dual space denoted by @Y with vectors 
of the form f” = (fi)i=i,...,n; a similar convention is made with respect to the corresponding 
Fock spaces S-(BY) and 3-(@Y). One knows that Rn and I8Y are (canonically) isomorphic. It 
is noticeable that the same assertion is true for the corresponding Fock spaces, namely we have 
Lemma 6.1. The transformation D : 3-(IF??) + 3-(&) given by 
1 
(of>i,+, ,_._, i E (n _ k)! &il,..., i,f”l...‘Lk 2 k = 0, . . . , n (6.1) 
is isomorphism mapping 3k in 3n-k. Its inverse is D’ : 3-(i@) + 3-(&?) given by 
k = 0,. . . , n. (6.2) 
Variationally trivial Lugrangians I OS 
Moreover if we denote the creation and the annihilation operators on the dual Fork space 
by the tilde sign, then one has 
Da’D’l,_, = (-1)&Z*‘; Da,~D’l~g,ml = (-l)kii’; i = l,....n. (6.31 
In other words, the Hodge operation transforms the annihilation operators into creation 
operators and vice versa. The proof is elementarily done by direct computations. We only 
mention that the usual notation is D = *. 
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